FASwin available for general release
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FAS’s newest version of FASwin software is now available for general release. FAS is the
only system in the floral industry that allows its users to take advantage of a traditional text
interface and a graphical Windows interface all on the same system.. This feature allows a
shop’s employees to run the traditional software on serial “dumb” terminals and PCs while
simultaneously running FASwin on Windows-based PCs attached to the FAS server with
high-speed
speed Ethernet connections. Data entered in one mode (traditional or FASwin) can be
automatically processed and displayed in the alternate mode. Below is the invoice entry
screen in FASwin. All of the order information can be viewed on a single screen, and order
information can be entered in any sequence.

Orders are entered in FASwin very quickly using a true graphical interface developed in
Microsoft’s
’s Visual BASIC and .Net framework. FASwin
FAS
users can also process reports, gift
cards, floral networkk messages (through FASnet, Mercury, and Dove), customer statements,
and the daily close-out
out procedure with the click of a mouse. Invoices, delivery
confirmations, and statements can be emailed directly from your PC workstation to your
customers. You cann spell-check
spell check a card message or order message with the click of a mouse.

Below is the cash register screen in FASwin. All functions—sales, disbursements, receipts
on account, gift cards, etc.—can be accessed by clicking on the appropriate tab. Sales
categories are selected by clicking on or by touching buttons on the screen, rather than by
entering numeric product codes. Entering POS transactions has never been easier.

A PC equipped with an optional touchscreen monitor allows you to operate
FASwin by simply pressing the desired
option on the screen itself.
Although FASwin is entirely new
software—not an update to existing
software—the software is being
provided at no charge to FAS users
who have been on FAS’s software
update maintenance
programs
continuously for a period of at least one year and to new customers who have purchased FAS
systems within the last year. Additionally, in order to receive the software free of charge, a
FAS user’s account must be current. Shops that are not on FAS’s software support programs
can purchase the new software, along with other related FAS updates.
For additional information about FASwin, please contact FAS’s support staff at (800) 8306160, option #1. Thanks.

